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Why TV shopping experience needs  
to be reinvented 

Selecting the right customization option

Cloud playout 
Automated graphics as per custom 
schedule for each headend  

Intelligent IRD 
Overlay custom graphics at 
hundreds of headends 

In the age of online retailers, the original home-shopping 
experience of TV needs to evolve. Online shopping 
today offers the users instant gratification, ease of use, 
and an experience customized based on their browsing 
history. On the other hand, traditional TV shopping 
could seem like time-consuming process. 

However, television shopping still has a wider reach, 
and offers a more lean-back experience that could 
work better if it could match up with customization 
capabilities of e-retailers. 

Three ways customization could help teleshopping channels stay relevant 

Teleshopping channels in each geography have slightly 
different challenges. For example, in diverse countries 
such as India, or on a geographically spread a country 
like the U.S, a single channel could be delivered to 
hundreds of operators. On the other hand, there could 

be channels reaching out to just couple of headends. 
In both cases, the right customization solution must 
not only deliver custom graphics, but also optimize 
workflow efficiency. There are two ways this could be 
done. 

Cloud playout can customize channels for each region 
in local language, while retaining the graphics from 
product catalogue. This option is best suitable for low 
CAPEX delivery to multiple headends. 

Another method to customize graphics at headends 
can be by deploying an intelligent IRD. In this approach, 
graphics can be ‘marked’ using triggers such as Amagi 
Watermark, SCTE-35, Packet 31, DTMF cue tone. When 
these graphics are detected by the IRD installed at 
the headend, a customized, preloaded graphic can be 
overlaid on the original graphic, thereby masking it. 

Generating user statistics by 
displaying custom graphic for 

phone numbers

Boosting products with  
region specific bugs,  
astons, and L-bands 

Localizing graphics for  
each regions for more engaging 

user experience 
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Case study

Enabling shopping 
channelsto track 
sales contribution 
byindividual operators

• Starting an HD channel for competitive edge in 
Philippines market with low CAPEX nad OPEX 

• Maximizing the targeting ability for products using 
big data analytics 

Amagi deployed a cloud-based edge playout solution 
to broadcast shopping channels to two headends 
in HD quality, without inflating the costs. On both 
headends Amagi customized graphics such as calling 
numbers to enable targeted campaigns. Additionally, 
all graphic insertions were automated to improve the 
customer experience without increasing the headcount 
significantly. 

Challenge Amagi solution

CONTENT 
ASSETS

PLAYLIST

HEADEND 1 

HEADEND 2 

FUTURE 
EXPANSION

AMAGI CLOUD

GRAPHICS

Graphic overlays 
automated 

Cost reduction for HD 
channels 
*(As per Amagi’s estimates) 

Channels delivered 
with custom graphics

02 100+ *50%

Case study | ACJ

Quick  
Facts
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Amagi deployed a STORM IRD at MSO premises to 
display custom calling numbers for each MSO. This 
way HomeShop18’s marketing team could accurately 
identify customer’s location, and also gain valuable 
information on region-specific sales. It also opened 
avenues to run seasonal campaigns, customized for 
each region.

Challenge Amagi solution 

AMAGI CLOUD

Homeshop18 premises

Playlist

Graphics 
and playlist 
ingest by 
Homeshop18

Internet connection

Graphics

Amagi
Web UI

CVBS connection

Amagi IRD Composite
output

MSO 1

MSO 2

MSO 3

Case study I HomeShop18

Gain MSO-level 
sales insightswith 
customized promo 
graphics

• Fine-tune MSO distribution strategy to optimize  
revenue generation

• Boost revenues with targeted and seasonal 
campaigns for each region

• Accurately identify customers’ location without 
relying on confirmation from the HomeShop18’s 
customers

Total cost reduction Improvement in 
revenue numbers  

Headends, one 
satellite feed  

05 *60 -70% *25% 
*(As per Amagi’s estimates) 

*(As per Amagi’s estimates) 

Quick  
Facts
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Benefits for shopping channels  

01

03

02

04

Transparent processes and 
web-UI for monitoring 

Play hundreds of  
graphics efficiently with 
automated scheduling 

Flexible solution with 
 option of cloud or  

traditional satellite feed 

Customized graphics  
for each headend
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